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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT
SALES COOPERATION AGREEMENT
This announcement is made by the Company on voluntary basis.
The board of directors (the “Board ” ) of Asia Investment Finance Group Limited (the
“Company”, together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) is pleased to announce that on
29 August 2018, Beijing AIF Xuri Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. *（ 北京亞投旭日智能科
技有限公司）(“AIF Xuri”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, entered into a sales
cooperation agreement (the “Sales Cooperation Agreement”) with Chongqing Best NewGo
AI Co., Ltd*（ 重慶百事得大牛機器人有限公司）(“Chongqing Best”) to engage in deep
collaboration in the field of artificial intelligence.
To the best of the Directors’ knowledge, information and belief, and having made all
reasonable enquiries, Chongqing Best and the ultimate beneficial owner(s) of Chongqing
Best are third parties independent of and not connected with the Company and its connected
persons (as defined in the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock Exchange
of Hong Kong Limited (the “Listing Rules”)).
According to the Sales Cooperation Agreement, AIF Xuri will become the sales agent of
Best NewGo AI legal robot (the “NewGo AI”). The NewGo AI is the first truly braininspired artificial intelligence legal robot in China. It can simulate the mindset of judges and
lawyers to examine and find out the facts of a legal case through several rounds of enquiries,
and generate legal documents such as consultation opinion, civil complaint, application
for arbitration and report material in accordance with the legal requirements and operation
procedures with a simple click.
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The NewGo AI can be used in a wide range of applications in the market with promising
prospect. It can serve as assistant to legal practitioners, including lawyer, people’s mediator,
judge, etc., to lessen the workload at an early stage of consultation, as well as to provide
professional, convenient and free legal service to the general community, and to effectively
complement the severe shortage of lawyers and resolve the realistic contradiction of shortage
in legal practitioners at the root level. The emergence of the NewGo AI has realised the
initiatives of “introducing legal service to the rural areas” and “introducing legal service to
the communities”. It satisfies the immediate need for legal service from the root community,
and bringing welfare to mass population.

REASONS FOR AND BENEFITS OF THE SALES COOPERATION
AGREEMENT
The Group is currently principally engaged in stockbroking, asset management, loan
financing, credit guarantee, trading and investment in finance, technology sectors, etc..
The Group has great confidence in the future development of artificial intelligence and its
business. As an important aspect of the future technology development, artificial intelligence
can bring great convenience to human work and living, thereby creating new business
opportunities, in particular, in China and those countries and regions within the scope of the
“Belt and Road” policy. In light of enormous business opportunities in the field of artificial
intelligence, the Group is optimistic about the development and sales business of artificial
intelligence products, which include the NewGo AI, and considers that it will generate good
financial revenue and profit for the Group. Accordingly, the Directors consider that the terms
of the Sales Cooperation Agreement are fair and reasonable and that the entering into of
the Sales Cooperation Agreement is in the interest of the Company and shareholders of the
Company as a whole.
By Order of the Board
Asia Investment Finance Group Limited
Ling Zack Xiange
Executive Director
Hong Kong, 29 August 2018

As at the date of this announcement, the Board comprises three executive Directors, namely
Ms. Cheung Kwan, Mr. Ling Zack Xiange and Mr. Liu Hu; one non-executive Director,
Mr. Wang Dayong; and three independent non-executive Directors, namely Mr. Anthony
Espina, Mr. Ho Chun Chung, Patrick and Mr. Ge Ming.
* For identification purposes only
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